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Restraint System Technologies introduces Kevlar® belt for the Grip RestraintTM System!
May 21, 2007 (Cabot, PA) – Restraint System Technologies, LLC (RST) announced the release
of their cut resistant, Grip RestraintTM with the addition of Kevlar® belting. RST officially
released the product for law enforcement and correctional professionals at the 2007 AJA show in
Nashville. The established Kevlar® material greatly reduces the risk of the belt material being
cut or frayed when in use.
The strength of Kevlar® and the benefits of a soft restraint!
The Grip RestraintTM System was design and developed by law enforcement professional with
several goals in mind. They wanted to create a system that eliminated the potential injury issues
that occur with metal restraints. They also wanted to create a locking system that out performed
any other system in the market and eliminated tampering and removal of the restraint by the
prisoner. The result was the Grip Restraint TM System, which addressed all their concerns.
Historically, soft restraints are made from leather or nylon belt material, both of which can be
frayed and cut. RST responded to this issue and has incorporated Kevlar ® belts into their current
system. Law enforcement and correctional professionals can now benefit from all the features of
the Grip RestraintTM and the strength of Kevlar®.
Safety First!
The Grip Restraint™ is only to be used by trained professionals. Products may be dangerous if
improperly used or applied. The manufacturer disclaims any warranty or liability for improper

usage or application. Persons restrained by The Grip Restraints should never be left unattended.
Persons left unattended have the potential for escape or harm to themselves or others.

Same proven features of the standard Grip Restraint™!
The Grip Restraint™ is a soft restraint with patented buckle system and fully encapsulated lock.
The versatile design of The Grip Restraint™ allows the officer to safely secure a prisoner and the
soft belting material mitigates injury. The injury reducing system is ideal for restraining
juveniles, pregnant patients, and prisoners with other health issues plus it’s capable of handling
your everyday transportation requirements. The Grip Restraint™ is tested to NIJ standards and
showed no signs of failure when 500 pounds of pressure is applied for 30 seconds. All testing
ceased when there was no failure at 1,500 pounds of pressure (3 times the NIJ standard).

About RST!
RST is a wholly owned, subsidiary of Penn United Technologies, Inc (www.pennunited.com).
Penn United was established in 1971 and is an employee owned company. The company has
over 700 employees and has grown to from a simple tool and die manufacturer to a premiere
manufacturer of multiple products for large corporations. Penn United has also created a state of
the art training facility to enhance the company's four-year, state-approved apprenticeship
programs. Originated in a partnership with three law enforcement personnel, RST produces the
most technologically advanced restraint system available today…"The Grip Restraint
System™".

Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

